Research Opinionnaire on Doping In Sports

I Vishwanath .M.D. pursuing Ph.D. under the supervision of Dr. M.S. Pasodi, Director dept of Physical Education, Gulbarga University, Kalaburagi, Karnataka. Topic entitled “A DETAILSTUDY ON DOPING - BOON OR BANE IN SPORTS”, hence I request you to provide your personal information & your opinion on the topic.

The questionnaire is collect to the opinions of national level athletes of various events and coaches to study the doping and its overall hazards on sports, and give overall development to the sports and prevent it by Unethical usages of drugs and also make it FAIR PLAY.

QUESTIONNAIRE RELATING TO PERSONAL INFORMATION

Name: ________________________________ ___________________
Age: ________________________________ ___________________
Educational qualification: ________________________________
Contact,number: ________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________
Sex: (Male/Female) ________________________________
Game:/Event: ________________________________
Level of participation: ________________________________
College / University/ state: ________________________________
1) Are you in favor or against the using drugs in sports to enhance sports performance? Write your opinion.
   a) Against ☐ b) Favor ☐

Do you prefer only natural food or would like to have safe nutritional food supplements to enhance sports performance? Give your opinion:

2) Do you know the rules & regulations (NADA) of doping in sports, if yes please write your opinion,
   a) Banned substance
   b) Do’s and don’ts
   c) TUE

3) Opinion of Athletes on doping testing tools used to find the drugged Sports
   a) Satisfied ☐ b) Unsatisfied ☐

   1) Have you ever gone through with dope test and what was the result?

4) Have you ever found the sports players using drugs in competition? If yes, write your opinion
   a) Yes ☐ b) No ☐

   1) What do you feel about the dope official’s duties in the competition arena?

5) Give your Opinion on availability of drugs
6) Have you doubted on any medal winner who had taken drugs & secured the place in competition?
   a) Yes □     b) No □

7) Opinion of Coaches on doping testing tools used to find the drugged Sports players
   1) Standard □  2) Ordinary □  3) Poor □
   a) Do you feel abuse of drugs is demoralizing the World of Sports?

8) Have you got the detailed information regarding anti doping by your Coach?

9) Are you suggested by your coach to take Unethical supplements & medicines to enhance the Performance?

10) Do you wish to divide the sports competitions in two categories like with doping & without doping?

11) What is Therapeutic use exemption?
12) Do you know the side effects of doping in sports on the athletes health?

13) Are you satisfied with doping testing tools in the competitions?

14) Do you feel the doping tests should be made mandatory to winning players immediately after finishing the particular events?

15) Do you like to take the drugs to enhance sports performance, which will unidentified in dope Tests?

16) Do you like to abuse the drugs in sports to get social status, international recognition, & wealth?

17) Opinion on need of compulsory Education & Anti doping Advertisements through media / Sports TV Channels on Doping to truthful sports, write your Opinion
18) Opinion on need of compulsory Education & Anti doping Advertisements through media / Sports TV Channels on Doping to truthful sports, write your Opinion

19) Recommendation to open sports pharmaceutical stores in all district stadiums only for sports players with specific identity of particular sports on experimental basis this can control the doping in sports.

20) Opinion on Doping is Boon or Bane to the sports world, Write your Opinion.

Signature of Respondent